Abstract: Some acoustical nonlinear effects in biological media at medical ultrasonic frequencies and intensities were studied experimentally. The imaging method of acoustical nonlinearity parameter, as a basic parameter in nonlinear acoustics, was developed and investigated. Results indicate tidt the difference between normal and diseased tissues in nonlinearity parameter tomography is more sensitive than that in linear parameter tomography.~erefore, the nonlinearity parameter tomography may become a novel imaging method for tissue characterization.
TRODUCTION
It is well known that a finite amplitude ultrasonic wave through a medium causes a number of nonlinear phenomena, such as wave distortion, harmonic generation, extra-attenuation. These effects in biological tissues were studied systematically in our lab. As a basic parameter in nodinear acoustics, the acoustical nonlinearity parameter can describe abovementioned nodinear phenomena and provide some information of structure and composition of biological tissues. Due to the i~omogeneity of tissues, the imaging method of acoustical nonlinearity parameter by using second harmonic detection combined with conventional CT technique was developed by us and was investigated for norrnd and pathological tissues. Some cxTerirnentd results of acoustical nonlinearity and its images in biomedi tine will be reported in this paper.
E~EWMENTS

Am WSULTS
1.The acoustical nonlinearity is defined by the ratio of tie coefficients of qua~tic te~to d~at of line~te~-in the state equation e~ressed as a Taylor series expansion. This nordinearity described various nodinm effects at biomedicd frequencies and intensities is a basic parameter in nonlinear acoustics. The prediction of nonlinear effects and experimental measurement of nonlinetity parameter for biological medium were provided by "-2] We started tils work in 1983 and continued this T. G.Muir, EL. Carstensen and F.Dunn in the early eighties research systematically during recent more than ten years which can summarized maidy in following aspects [3] [4] [5] : (1) theoretical analyze of propagation of finite amplitude wave in layered medium with consideration of attenuation and diffraction. (2) By using FAIS method, proposed and developed by X.F, Gong et al. exTerin~cntal measurement of nonlinearity parameter B/A values for various kind of media (including liquids, aqueous solution, biological fluids and tissues ) and of the dependence of B/A values on molecular weight and concentration (3) Experimental study of itiuence of tissue composition, structure features and pathological state of biological soft tissues on the acoustical nonlinearity parameter. (4)Experimentd investigation of wave distortion, harmonic generation, nonlinear induced absorption, departure of input-output intensity response curve from linearity and thẽ uence of these effects on the propagation of titrasound wave in biological tissues (shorten the distance of propagation, reducing the sound power deliverable to the medium at a given distance) (5) Acoustical nonlinearity parameter tomography 'b](6) Acoustical nonlineartiy of ultrasound contrast agents.
ExTerimentd results on acoustical nonlinearity show that the existence of notiinear effects can accelerate the sound losses and limit the amount of sound power deliverable to the media. Results also show that acoustical nonlinearity parameter of soft tissues has the values from 5 to 11 and is sensitive to the structure or composition of the tissues, thus, to the pathological state of tissue.
2, Acoustical nodinearity parameter tomography. When a finite amplitude ultrasonic wave with frequency o is transmitted in a medium, it will be distorted along the propagating path L and second harmonic wave will be "' the ratio of pressure amplitude of second harmonics in generated. Using the FAIS method mentioned above , sample p2X&) to that in water p20@) can be expressed as 'b]:
where~,(x)=~(x)/(poco3),~(x)=l +B/(2A). al and a2 are the attenuation coefficients of primary wave and second harmonics. Using conventional CT method, the ratio of plX&)/p20&) is collected as projection data p(u, 6) where P,. is the P value of water,~,'(x,y) = P(x,y)C(x.,y), V=L/2, and C(x,y) is the attenuation matrix. P(u,9) is the line integral of~,'(x,y) along the propagating path of ultrasound wave. Therefore, P'(x,y) image can be recons~cted by using the filtered convolution method in CT technique. Then the nonlinearity parameter B/A tomography can be obtained by multiplying C(x,y) to compensate the attenuation of the sample. h experiment a 2~z planar PZT transducer is used as the transmitter (n and a broadband hydrophore is used as the receiver R) to measure the signal of second harmonics. The T and R scan the sample synchronously step by step and sample rotates from 0°to 180" at interval 15°. The received signal are recorded by~dlgitd oscilloscope. After further processing the imaging of B/A is visualized on the monitor with 64 gray scales, A cylindrical sample holder was designed, the cross section of which is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The left and right sides of interval part correspond to normal and pathological porcine liver. Three kinds of pathological liver including hepatoctihosis liver, hepatitis and fatty liver are studied. Fig. 1@ ) and (c) show the nonlinew tomography and three dimensional image of normal-fatty livers respectively. The ultrasound linear and nonlinear parameters of pathological livers are listed in Table 1 . For comparison the tomography of linear acoustic parameter and image of B-Scan were dso taken at same times. Results indicate that in nonlinetity parameter tomography the difference between normal and pathological tissue is more sensitive than linear coefficient tomography or B-scan. Therefore, the nonlinearity parameter B/A image may become a novel imaging method in tissue characterization of biomedicinẽ ls work was supported by NSF of China and JiangSu province.
